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utrition Labeling: From Unwelcome to 
Unavoidable

Over forty years ago, CR reported that nutrition 
labeling had just become a legal requirement, setting 
in motion a decades-long movement for consumer 
awareness of food content. What is simply considered 
as a given in today’s food culture was initially met 
with skepticism. The lengthy and expensive process 
of getting nutrition labels reviewed and approved 
troubled food manufacturers, while doubt as to 
whether nutrition labeling would result in a shift 
in consumer preferences concerned researchers. 
(Calcium disodium ethylenediaminetetracetic 
acid, anyone?) The U.S. has since instituted strict 
labeling requirements alongside severe penalties for 
mislabeling. Most dieting regimes revolve around 
nutrition labels, welcoming an entire industry based 
on calorie counting and waist watching. Bread is no 
longer chosen purely for its brand or taste, but for 
its nutritional content. The success of companies, 
such as Whole Foods, demonstrates that awareness 
of nutrition is an essential ingredient to consumer 
buying habits. 

“Get the Picture”: From Cartridge Cams to DSLR

For 200 years photography has been considered an 
enduring art for which the technology continuous 
to advance. In 1975, CR reported cartridge cameras 
were the “next big thing,” hailed as simple but 
sophisticated. Though the option for color prints 
existed, black and white photography continued 
as the norm, while color remained a luxury. Color 
photography has since replaced “vintage” black 
and white Kodak moments, though many photo 
editing tools can easily create a “blast from the 
past” appearance. Ranging from $20 ($90 in today’s 
currency) to $160 (a little over $700 today) the cost 
of cameras 40 years ago is comparable to that of 
cameras today, despite today’s obvious technological 
advancements. Of course, photography has become 
much more ubiquitous in contemporary culture – 
most cell phones now take photos. With the advent of 
digital photography, an image can be captured with 
just the touch of a button, empowering the average 
consumer to be a bit of an artist.
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Blasting the Past, 
Preserving the Present

Volumes of Information: From Encyclopedia to 
Wikipedia

Gone are the days of amassing volumes of books 
to “enhance the decor” of homes; encyclopedias 
still exist, but since the emergence of the Internet, 
information has truly become all-accessible. Door-
to-door salesmen selling encyclopedias was a hot-
off-the-presses pursuit in 1975. Heckling salesmen 
(telemarketers of the past) would often convince 
families it was necessary for their children to be 
educated at the low-low cost of just $390, or 12 easy 
installments of $32.50. Students no longer need a 
twelve-volume edition to find out what Lemurs eat – 
a quick Google search will suffice. Wikipedia is just 
one of many wesites that have supplanted volumes of 
books with a seemingly infinite source of information. 
Encyclopedia Britannica, one of the most published 
encyclopedia series produced, ceased production in 
2012 after years of falling sales due to much of the 
information being free and accessible via the Internet. 
Perhaps the death of the encyclopedia had been long 
overdue?


